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Beyond Description:
Converting Web Site Usage Statistics into Concrete Site Improvement Ideas

Abstract

Web site usage statistics are a widely-used tool for Web site development, but libraries are still learning how to use them successfully. This case study summarizes how a Morris Library at Southern Illinois University Carbondale implemented Google Analytics on its Web site and used the reports to inform a site redesign. As the main campus library at a research university with approximately twenty thousand undergraduate and graduate students, the library site included resources from multiple library departments on a single site. In planning the redesign, Morris Library’s Virtual Library Group combined usage reports with information from other sources such as usability tests and user comments. The Virtual Library Group faced barriers to interpreting and applying the usage statistics in the site redesign, including some that were specific to the library’s implementation of the Google Analytics tool and some that were limitations inherent in any Web usage statistics. Some key barriers in applying the usage statistics to a redesign included the need to sift through data that did not have implications for the site redesign, the need to interpret the implications of usage numbers for the site redesign, and the need to balance competing interests within the library. Nevertheless, the usage statistics enabled the Virtual Library Group to make better decisions by providing a source of factual information about the site use rather than relying on staff members’ opinions and conjectures.
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Introduction

Like design standards, heuristics, focus groups, and usability tests, Web site usage statistics can be used to aid developers in improving Web sites. Site usage statistics provide information such as what pages users view, how users get to a site, and what links are followed within a site. They also track information such as a user's browser, operating system, and the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of users. Usage statistics have some advantages over other site evaluation tools because they monitor how users actually work with a site, rather than what they say they would do. In a formal testing setting, such as a usability test, users may change their answers to what they think will please the observer or rationalize their behavior (Nielsen 2001). There are also questions about how accurately the tasks set for usability testing simulate the way users approach research on the Web (Huntington and Nicholas 2006). Because usage statistics only present information about what users do, they do not provide explanations of why users do particular things or how that information could be used to improve a Web site (Wiggins 2007).

Different methods of user research can be applied at the points when they are needed in an iterative process of site development and user research (Kuniavsky 2003). For example, contextual inquiry or focus groups might occur early in the development process to determine user needs. Based on those needs, prototypes would be developed, tested with usability tests, refined based on the usability tests, and retested. Once initial site development is completed, user feedback would be used to gain information about what parts of the site are problematic for some users, and usage statistics would be used to examine if the site is being used as intended.

Guidance about how to apply site usage statistics, especially for businesses, is plentiful in Web development literature. However, the literature on applying usage statistics specifically to
library Web site improvement is sparse compared to other tools. One possible reason that library Web development literature emphasizes other methods is that the guidance for applying Web site usage statistics often has limited applicability in a library context. For example, commercial Web analytics methods apply site usage statistics to provide actionable performance indicators in a business context to achieve business goals (Burby and Atchison 2007, Sen et al. 2006, Waisberg and Kaushik 2009). A positive performance indicator for a business might be more time spent on the site, a larger proportion of users making a purchase, or a decreased bounce rate (Waisberg and Kaushik 2009). A library, on the other hand, may want to make it easier to for users to access library resources hosted outside the library’s site, which would cause users to leave the site more quickly. Some work has been done to employ site usage statistics in libraries to measure conversion rates of site visitors performing desired activities such as renewing a book online or suggesting materials for purchase, but this kind of measurement is complicated because many library resources reside outside the library Web site server such as in the library's integrated library system or sites owned by database vendors (Whang 2007). Case studies that examine the basic usage statistics of library Web sites without attempting to develop performance indicators are more readily available.

**Literature Review**

Many, but not all (e.g. Fang 2007, Whang 2007), case studies of Web site usage statistics on library Web sites provide descriptive information about how a library's site is used but do not reach beyond the description of user behavior to provide guidance for site improvements. A few reports in the library literature offer suggestions of ways that usage statistics could be used to improve a library's Web site.
Basic Reports

The most basic usage report is the number of visitors to the site. Usage statistics may undercount or overcount the absolute number of visitors because of technical details such as page caching and visits by Web crawlers (Dowling 2001, Cohen 2003a). Even though the absolute numbers of visitors and page views are too problematic to be accepted at face value (Dowling 2001, Cohen 2003a), usage statistics provide a broad overview of a site's users, what they do, and how site use changes over time. Basic reports also can summarize the percentage of visitors from on campus or off-campus IP addresses, the time of year the site is visited most often, and the browsers used (e.g. Asunka et al. 2009, Black 2009, and Coombs 2005). One limitation of this basic information is that it confirms expectations about a site rather than providing indications of where changes should be made. When the basic information violates expectations, it could have implications for Web site design or services. For example, if a residential college found that the majority of its library’s Web site visits came from off-campus IP addresses, this information would be surprising. Further examination of what parts of the site off-campus users accessed would be needed to deduce why the site had so many off-campus users and possibly what these off-campus users’ needs were.

Basic site usage statistics reports also can reveal the technical shortcomings of a site. Data such as the hit rate, time to serve documents, and peak hits can be used to measure server load and to justify server upgrades (Cohen 2003b). Similarly, aborted file transfers can be examined to determine if there is a way to improve the transfers (Mariner 2002). Error messages, such as “file not found” errors, can be examined to correct the related problems (Dowling 2001, Mariner 2002, Cohen 2003b, Breeding 2005). The browsers, features, and tools (e.g. JavaScript, screen resolution, connection speed) that users employ can help a Web designer determine which
Most Popular Content

Site usage statistics reports typically list which pages on a site are visited most frequently. Frequently-visited pages are often prominent on the site's home page. This pattern follows the “law of surfing,” which predicts that users will not navigate deeply into a site to find information (Huntington et al. 2007). High numbers of visits to pages deep in a site may indicate that users want easy access to these pages and that navigation to these pages should be streamlined. To do this, it may be necessary to drop links to rarely-used resources from the home page, to rearrange the layout to put heavily used items on top, or to cluster resources differently (Ghaphery 2005, Fang 2007). Not everyone agrees with the interpretation that frequently-used pages should be given the most prominence. If a rarely-used page is important, the low use could be interpreted as a sign that the page needs greater prominence on the site (Cohen 2003b).

Navigation Summary

Navigation summaries in site usage statistics reports provide an overview of how users navigate through a site, including how they arrive at a page, what they click on a particular page, and how often they exit the site from each page. The listing of the most-frequently exited pages can be examined to determine if they lead to off-site resources or if users leave for other reasons, such as poor design (Guenther 2001). Navigation summaries also list the most frequent landing pages, pages at which users enter the site. If a top landing page is not easy to access from other parts of the site, it could suggest that the site needs improvement to make it easier to navigate to...
the page (Guenther 2001). Fine-grained navigation details can track users' paths to examine how users move from page to page within the site and whether they navigate the site as expected (Breeding 2005).

**Keywords**

Site usage statistics also typically provide information about the search engines and keywords that lead users to the site. For sites with an internal site search feature, some site usage statistics also include reports on the keywords that were used in the site search. Search logs for site searches can be used to infer what visitors are trying to find (Breeding 2005, Guenther 2001). These lists of keywords can be used to ensure the words that are important to users are incorporated into the site to optimize search results. Improving the sitemap (Black 2009) and incorporating keywords into the content (Cohen 2003b) and the metadata (Cohen 2003b, Guenther 2001) are some ways to ensure this.

**Context & Methods**

Morris Library at Southern Illinois University Carbondale is the main campus library and serves a research university with approximately twenty thousand undergraduate and graduate students. Large portions of the library building were closed from mid-2005 to early 2009 because the library underwent a major renovation. During that time the library kept over seventy computers for patron use and maintained some basic services, but much of the library collection was stored off site. The library’s Web site’s last major redesign was completed in fall 2005. In that redesign, the library implemented Plone, an open source content management system. It integrated at least three different page layouts and color schemes into a single format. With the
2005 design, the site gained a site-wide navigation scheme. Almost all pages on the site maintained a set of links, shown in Figure 1, that were repeated from the home page. These site-wide links gave the site a more unified look and feel.

Despite all of the improvements included in the 2005 redesign, the site design, like all site designs, could still be improved. Some of the improvements, such as expansion of the Special Collections section of the site, were made incrementally over the next few years. Some improvements, such as a more visually appealing template for the entire site, could not be made piecemeal. In addition, in the years after 2005, the library developed new services. Although links to the new services were added to the site where they seemed appropriate, their positioning, given the site's existing architecture, was not always ideal. For example, the library added group study rooms during the building renovation, but the information about reserving a group study room was placed deep in the site in a section for library policies because the existing architecture did not provide a better position for it.

In spring 2007, Morris Library's Web Development Librarian began leading the Virtual Library Group in discussions to plan for a major redesign of the library's Web site. The Virtual Library Group, which included staff members from various library departments, existed to facilitate the multi-department collaboration required for the library's online projects. Virtual Library Group worked to ensure that the new site would fit the needs of both internal and external stakeholders.

In preparing for this redesign, the Virtual Library Group reviewed comments and complaints from library staff and patrons about the existing site. These included concerns that the existing site template was visually unappealing, that the font was too small, and that some
library departments were hard to find. The Virtual Library Group also conducted usability tests using paper prototypes of different possible designs. The library also installed Google Analytics (Google 2009a) on its Web site to collect usage statistics about its Web site. All of these sources of information contributed to decisions that were made about the new site design.

During the previous redesign in 2005, the library queried the data from its server logs to produce a Web site usage report. Because of obstacles specific to Morris Library’s Web hosting and maintenance structure, installation of server-side usage statistics software could not easily be done, so the library instead produced the report in-house through scripted log queries. That report showed the times of day that the site received the most traffic and showed that IP addresses within the library were the single largest source of visits to the library's Web site. The amount of staff effort required to produce this report was large compared to the amount of information it provided that could be applied to the redesign. Members of the Virtual Library Group hoped that Google Analytics would provide more useful information with less staff effort than the previous report and that using this information could lead to improvements in the site.

Google Analytics is a service that tracks Web site usage data and produce site usage statistics and reports. Currently Google Analytics is free for any site that has up to five million page views per month. It uses a cookie in conjunction with JavaScript to collect data as users navigate through a Web site (Google 2009c). The data is hosted and processed on Google’s computers, and the reports are accessible via the library’s account on the Google Analytics Web site. This remote storage of user data raises concerns for some libraries. At Morris Library, the limited information about users that was collected by Google to provide this service was accepted.
Other possible concerns that some libraries may have regarding Google Analytics include sections of its terms of service (Google 2009b) that permit Google to change the fees, the service itself, or the terms of service. In particular, the terms of service (Google 2009b) leave it up to the user to periodically check the terms of service for changes and state that the new terms may be binding if, “You continue to use the Service after Google has posted updates to the Agreement or to any policy governing the Service.” At Morris Library, it was decided that the terms of service available at the time Google Analytics code and thus far during its use have been acceptable.

Google Analytics code was added to the library’s Web site template, so it automatically populated all of Morris Library’s Web site pages. Google Analytics was installed in a matter of minutes. Cost, including the amount of staff time needed to install and manage the tool was the driving factor for choosing Google Analytics.

Because a new design was already in development, the committee decided not to spend the limited time of the Web Development Librarian on extensive site alterations to facilitate data collection by Google Analytics. For example, the default installation of Google Analytics only tracked clicks on links that led to other pages with the library’s site. To track links to off-site resources such as library databases or the library catalog, changes to each of those outbound links would need to be made on the library’s site. The Web Development Librarian instead worked on usability testing and on developing the new site design. Even without site modifications, such as those to track links that took users away from the library's site, Google Analytics produced clearer and more detailed reports than previous server log queries that had taken hours to develop and generate.

Although the Virtual Library Group used multiple methods to gather information for the site redesign, this paper emphasizes the specific information collected from the Web site usage
statistics and how that information was applied. For ease of discussion, the results presented in this report came from one year, beginning May 1, 2008 and ending April 30, 2009.

Findings

Basic Reports

The basic reports included information about the number of site visitors and about when the site was accessed. From May 1, 2008 to April 30, 2009, Google Analytics recorded 986,755 visits to the library's Web site.

A great deal of the information provided by the basic reports was unsurprising and had limited utility for the site redesign. For example, the site was used every hour of the day, but use was much lower from midnight to eight AM than during the rest of the day. The use was lower during the summer and during academic breaks than when classes were in session. However, two pieces of information from the basic reports were useful for the redesign. First, more than 95% of visitors had 1024 x 768 or better screen resolution. This information suggested that page did not need to be designed for lower resolutions, as it had been in the 2005 redesign.

Another illuminating result from the basic reports was that the site had a high bounce rate. In 61% of the visits, the user viewed only one page of the site. Two factors may have contributed to this phenomenon. First, the library’s home page opened by default when patrons started a browser on a library computer, so it was possible that a large portion of the bounces came from patrons who were using library computers but not library resources. Second, because the home page had a direct link to the library catalog, it was possible that a large portion of the users went directly to the catalog. Google Analytics reports were produced that excluded visits
where the user immediately bounced from the home page. In that report, the number of visits dropped from over 986,000 to approximately 452,000, and the percentage of visitors with on-campus IP addresses dropped from 71% to approximately 56%. This information implied that many of the bounces may have come from in-library users. Because filters to separate in-library IPs from non-library IPs and code to track direct clicks to the catalog were not part of the library's installation of Google Analytics, it was not possible to know exactly how much each source contributed to the high bounce rate.

**Most popular content**

The usage statistics reports that provided a ranked list of how frequently pages on the site were viewed could be used in two ways: to identify pages that were heavily used that may need greater prominence on the site and to identify prominent pages that were not heavily used.

Google Analytics provided two separate reports of the most frequently-visited pages, a “Top Content” list and a “Content by Title” listing. The “Top Content” report provided a rank-order list of the most-frequently visited URLs on the library’s site. The “Content by Title” report provided a rank-order list of the most-frequently visited page titles on the library’s site. The library’s content management system operated in such a way that a single page on the site might have more than one URL, but it was rare that two different pages on the site had the same page title. The Virtual Library Group relied on the “Content by Title” report to determine which pages were visited most frequently. The pages that were linked directly from the home page had titles that were identical to their link labels, so it was easy to identify which links led to heavily used pages.

The library's home page was by far the most-visited page, even after bounces from the home page were excluded from the count. Generally the other heavily-used pages on the site
were ones that had direct site-wide navigation links to them. This information, while affirming
decisions made in the previous design, was not helpful for suggesting changes to the home page.
At best, it supported decisions already made by the Virtual Library Group about what parts of the
site to focus on for usability testing.

In one instance, high use of a page contradicted Virtual Library Group members'
expectations, but it did not lead to a change in the site design. The sixth most-visited page was
“Online Courses,” which led to the Blackboard learning management system. Because
Blackboard was not a traditional library function, some members of the Virtual Library Group believed it did not belong on the library's home page or in its site-wide navigation links.
Blackboard's high ranking informed the decision to keep a link to Blackboard at least on the
library's home page.

Several pages that received prominence on the library's site did not rank in the twenty
most-used pages. This information did not always result in a decision to make the pages less
prominent. Removing the links to "Distance Learning" and to "Library Downloads" from the
library's home page could be justified because neither was among the twenty most-viewed pages
and neither led to a section of the site intended for large groups of library users. Decisions to
remove some of the other less-viewed links from the home page or the site-wide navigation were
more difficult. “Sitemap” appeared at number fifty-five of the most-viewed pages, but Web
design recommendations (e.g. Nielsen 2008) encouraged sites to make a sitemap readily
available. “Faculty Resources” and “Giving” were two other pages that had links on the home
page and had low usage. Removing either of these links from the home page was blocked by
resistance from within the library. Multiple library departments and groups, including Reserves,
Instructional Support Services, and liaison librarians provided content for faculty through the
“Faculty Resources” page. They wanted to make these resources easy for faculty to find. Similarly, the dean of the library wanted it to be simple for potential donors to locate information about giving.

Several parts of the site that did not have direct site-wide navigation links were among the twenty most-viewed pages. Despite their relatively heavy use, many of these pages were rejected for inclusion as direct links. The Virtual Library Group assumed that “Staff Directory” and “Library Accounting,” the eighteenth and nineteenth most visited pages, respectively, received their high rankings from heavy use by library staff and were not especially important for patrons. “Graduate Assistantship Opportunities,” a page that listed graduate assistantships vacancies in the library, was the sixteenth most-viewed page. The Virtual Library Group did not believe it was necessary to add a direct link to this page because the library only occasionally had graduate assistantships available. However, because the employment section of the site was heavily used, the Virtual Library Group included a task on its usability tests to see if the employment pages were easy to locate.

On the list of frequently visited pages one page stood out as possibly needing greater prominence on the site. Despite not having a direct link from the library's home page, the Special Collections Research Center was among the twenty most-viewed sections of the site. Even before the collection of site usage statistics, the Special Collections Research Center staff lobbied the Virtual Library Group to add a direct link to their section of the site. Its high use bolstered the case that many visitors wanted easy access to this part of the site. The Virtual Library Group tentatively decided not to include a link to the Special Collections Research Center on the home page at this time, but planned to revisit the issue going forward.
**Navigation Summary**

The Google Analytics report that listed the top landing pages where users entered the site did not provide much additional information. Even after bounces from the library’s home page were excluded, the home page still was the landing page for three fourths of the site visits. The next most frequent landing pages, “Databases / Find Articles” and the “eJournal Finder,” each accounted for less than 5% of the arrivals to the site. Other pages in the list of top ten landing pages included frequently visited pages such as “Online Courses” and “Books.” The top ten list of landing pages also included pages that the Virtual Library Group did not think were of long-term importance to most library patrons. An obituary of a library faculty member and a library accounting page for library staff were two of the top ten landing pages, but each accounted for less than 1% of the arrivals to the site.

The listing of site exit pages similarly did not yield ideas for site improvements. Most of the top ten exit pages were pages intended to guide users to resources outside the library’s Web site, such as databases and electronic journals.

The “Navigation Summary” report in Google Analytics made it possible to examine the paths that users followed to enter a page, to navigate from that page to another on the site, and to exit the site. Because the Virtual Library did not have the resources to examine the “Navigation Summary” for every page, it conducted this fine-grained navigation analysis for just a few parts of the site. A couple sections of the site that library staff thought users may have found confusing received this fine-grained analysis. Reference and instruction librarians believed that students had difficulty distinguishing between the intent of the “Databases / Find Articles” link and the “eJournal Finder” link. Additional justification for focusing on these pages for fine-grained analysis was that these pages were frequently visited and were among the top landing pages.
As intended, users generally navigated away from the site after clicking on “Databases / Find Articles.” The “eJournal Finder” had a clear pattern of failure. If users followed the intended path, they would have exited the site directly from the “eJournal Finder” page to go to a specific electronic journal or would have continued on to the “Citation Linker” page and left the site to access a specific article in an electronic journal. Of users who entered the “eJournal Finder,” 50% exited the library's site from that page, as anticipated. A substantial fraction, 18%, of the “eJournal Finder” users clicked on the “Databases / Find Articles” link from the “eJournal Finder” page. The Virtual Library Group interpreted this information to mean that the functions of the “eJournal Finder” and of the “Databases / Find Articles” sections of the site were frequently confused. Less than 4% of the users who entered the “eJournal Finder” clicked on “Citation Linker.” The Virtual Library Group interpreted this information to mean that the path to Citation Linker was not clear. The Virtual Library Group decided that the layout of the “eJournal Finder” page, shown in Figure 2, made it difficult for users to notice the “Citation Linker.” The Virtual Library Group decided to add better cues make the “eJournal Finder's” purpose clearer and to make the “Citation Linker” more obvious.

[PLACE FIGURE 2 HERE]

Fine-grained analysis was not always so informative. Although “About the Library” was part of the site-wide navigation scheme, members of the Virtual Library Group had not expected it to be a heavily used section of the site. It, however, was the eighth most-viewed page. Examining the “Navigation Summary” report for an explanation of “About the Library’s” frequent use was not revealing. Given that the page consisted of links to other pages on the library's site, it was not surprising that most (93%) of the visits to “About the Library” continued on to another page within the site. There was no single path that users generally followed after
they accessed the “About the Library” page. The staff directory, the most-used link from this page, only received 22% of the clicks from the “About the Library” page. The detailed navigation examination simply offered no clear direction for links on the “About the Library” page that might warrant greater prominence on the site.

**Keywords**

The Google Analytics report also provided lists of keywords that users entered into search engines to find the site. This report did not include the site search within the library’s site, but it did include keywords from site searches within the university’s main site. Unfortunately, the keywords from the university site search were reported as Google searches and could not be distinguished from searches made using a Google search from google.com.

Variations of the library's name dominated the top rankings of keywords that led users to the site. The rest of the report therefore provided useful information for only a few keywords. Over 56% of the search engine traffic to the site came from variations on the library's name. Nine of the top ten keywords were variations on the library's name, as were fourteen of the twenty most-used keywords. Furthermore, by the bottom of the top twenty list, the keywords seemed to be in a "long tail" of the keywords that each brought relatively few visitors. For example "dental" was the eighteenth most-frequent keyword leading to the site. This keyword brought 687 visits, or less than one half of one percent of all visits initiated by Web searches. Nevertheless, useful information for the redesign could still be gleaned from the report on keywords.

"ISS" was the fifteenth most common keyword. ISS was the abbreviation for Instructional Support Services, the unit of the library that administered Blackboard and performed many other instructional support functions for faculty. As shown in Figure 3,
Instructional Support Services could be found on the library’s Web site by navigating through the “For Faculty” page. Because “ISS” was a popular keyword for accessing the site and the “For Faculty” section of the library's site received little traffic, the usage statistics report suggested that replacing the “For Faculty” link with an Instructional Support Services link would be a reasonable change to the site. This idea was unsatisfactory for librarians because traditional library services for faculty would be buried in the site by comparison. Another possible design would be to have two links for faculty, one for Instructional Support Services and another for traditional library services. Because the redesign priority was to emphasize undergraduates, this possibility seemed unsatisfactory. The Virtual Library Group decided to keep Instructional Support Services under a “For Faculty” link but to give greater prominence to Instructional Support Services on the “For Faculty” page.

[PLACE FIGURE 3 HERE]

The absence of some keywords from the top twenty list also was useful. As noted previously, Special Collections was not directly linked from the library's home page, but it received a relatively large number of visitors. Keywords relevant to Special Collections, such as "Special Collections," "Special Collections Research Center," or "SCRC" brought few visitors. The keyword "special collections" ranked 115th, bringing just 109 visitors to the site. If Special Collections was not easily found by navigating through the library's site and visitors generally were not using search engines to look for "special collections," how were they finding it? Keywords describing holdings in Special Collections' holdings such as "Sherman Theatre," "Julia Carter Ingersoll," "Everett W. Hall," "Anna Cemetery," "Marjorie Lawrence," "freedom of the press," "Mordecai Gorelik blacklist," and "Camp Dubois' Anna" all were among the hundred most-used keywords and were used more frequently than "special collections." The low ranking
of "Special Collections" weakened the case that Special Collections should have a direct link in the site-wide navigation links, at least not one labeled "Special Collections."

**Lessons Learned & Discussion**

The information the Virtual Library Group gleaned from the Google Analytics reports at times strengthened the case for particular changes to the site, at times weakened the case and at times presented contradictory information about the site usage. For Morris Library, Google Analytics was easy to install and produced easy-to-read reports about site usage. Unlike the library’s previous experience with collecting usage statistics from server logs, this collection of usage statistics required little time or money. Although Morris Library had its own particular reasons that usage statistics were not very useful in 2005, other libraries may have experienced similar challenges in compiling, interpreting, and using this data. Free and inexpensive tools released in the past few years, such as Google Analytics, have made it easier to produce usage reports.

The usage statistics reports provided useful information that assisted in Morris Library’s redesign. For members of the library’s Virtual Library Group, evidence from the site usage helped to persuade resistant members of the group of the need or lack of need for particular changes in the site. It provided facts to assist in the decision making process, rather than relying on staff members’ opinions and conjecture alone. Knowing that Blackboard received heavy use from the library's home page reduced the debate about whether to keep the link or to drop it. Observing the navigation patterns in the “eJournal Finder” informed decisions about how to redesign that page. Knowing the most used sections of the site aided the priority-setting for
usability testing. The usage statistics data helped the Virtual Library Group to make informed decisions.

The factual information from the Google Analytics reports sometimes made the course of action obvious to the Virtual Library Group, but often the implications of the usage statistics were unclear. Although the numbers seem concrete, the analysis required leaps of inference that may or may not have been justified. For example, the Virtual Library Group interpreted the relatively high level of search traffic for Instructional Support Services to mean that the site navigation to Instructional Support Services was inadequate. Another reasonable interpretation was that faculty did not think of Instructional Support Services as part of the library, so they searched for this department rather than going to the library’s site to find it. Similarly, the Virtual Library Group interpreted 4% to be a low percentage of visitors who went from the “eJournal Finder” to the “Citation Linker” and that the source of this low number was poor visibility of the “Citation Linker” on the “eJournal Finder” page. Another possible interpretation was that only a tiny proportion of visitors had a need for the “Citation Linker.” If the Virtual Library Group had accepted these other interpretations, the implications for site design would have been quite different. Sometimes the usage statistics simply did not provide enough information to definitively answer some questions about the site. Similarly, the usage statistics showed conflicting patterns regarding Special Collections. The discussion between the Special Collections representative in the Virtual Library Group and the rest of the group was probably more important in the decision about where links to Special Collections should go than the information from the use. Professional judgment and internal politics also played parts in the decision making process.
Sometimes internal needs were more powerful than the usage data. At times, the Virtual Library Group faced a conflict between the competing goals of making it easier for users to do what they already did and of guiding users toward resources that members of the Virtual Library Group felt were underused. Analyzing usage statistics did not resolve all controversies about how the Web site ought to be arranged, but it supported certain design decisions more than others.

Some of the limitations of the Web site usage statistics were inherent to the statistics themselves. For example, the raw hit numbers to the Morris Library’s site were not a good indicator of how much the site was used to access library resources because of the use of the library as a computer lab. Although that example was particular to the Morris Library, other libraries likely would have their own issues and peculiarities that would limit their abilities to take parts of their usage statistics at face value. Even if the usage statistics provided completely accurate numbers about site usage, they still would be limited in what they could measure. Usage statistics could not differentiate among the different groups of visitors: students, faculty, staff, and others, that were important to the library. Although usage statistics could track the proportion of on-campus and off-campus users, they could not indicate how many of the users were affiliated with the university. The usage statistics also could only report what site visitors did; they could not explain why users followed particular paths through the site. Although the Virtual Library Group made some inferences about the reasons users followed particular paths, the statistics by no means guaranteed that the Virtual Library Group made correct inferences.

Another limitation of the usage statistics was the enormous quantity of information provided in the Google Analytics reports. Google Analytics created easy-to-understand reports much more easily than those generated by in-house staff using raw server logs, but it still took
some effort to identify which pieces of information would be useful in the site redesign. The reports provided a lot of information that was interesting but not useful. Knowing that use decreased sharply during academic breaks or that the library’s name was the keyword that led the most people to the site did not help the Virtual Library Group make decisions for site improvements. To sift through all these reports, the Virtual Library Group used simple rules of thumb such as looking for things in the reports that members found surprising, important, or confusing. It might have been possible to pull other useful information by examining the reports more thoroughly, but it would have taken a lot more time and effort to sift through the usage reports and pull out the pieces of information that would be useful for a site redesign.

Other limitations in the usage statistics were caused by the Virtual Library Group’s choice to use the most basic installation of the Google Analytics tool. Morris Library’s implementation of Google Analytics did not track clicks to off-site resources. For example, it would have been useful to have tracked clicks to external content because so much of the library’s Web site served as a portal to vendor resources. It would have been useful to know which of those resources were sought most often, so the site could have given greater priority to those links. Although this information would have been useful, the library made a tradeoff between time spent on gathering and analyzing the analytics data and time spent on other projects for the library.

One of the reasons that the Virtual Library Group chose not to take much time to customize the site’s usage statistics data collection was to leave more staff time to gather other types of data about the site. The Virtual Library Group decided to combine usage statistics with results from paper prototype usability tests, feedback from users, and staff discussions to lead to a series of recommendations for site changes. Each method yields different types of information
about how users interact with the Web site. All of the sources complemented each other. For example, reference librarians’ concerns about the clarity of the “eJournal Finder” and of “Databases/Find Articles” led closer examination of the usage statistics and usability tests of these parts of the site. These, in turn, confirmed some of the librarians’ concerns and led to recommendations for changes to the labeling and layout of those pages.

Because of the limitations and the possibility of a misinterpretation, it would be dangerous to base all design decisions on site usage statistics. Complementary data sources are necessary to corroborate or challenge the conclusions that might be drawn from usage statistics alone. This process is especially useful when approaching major design changes, such as a switch from an organizational structure based on library departments to one oriented toward specific research tasks.

Web site usage statistics served as a helpful but limited tool for the site redesign. For example, the usage statistics allowed the Virtual Library Group to examine whether a part of the site that reference librarians thought users found confusing was being used as intended. The statistics demonstrated that parts of the site, such as Instructional Support Services and Blackboard, which librarians may not have considered important, received fairly heavy use. The usage statistics provided facts to inform their decisions about site changes, but the facts were subject to interpretation. The usage statistics could not answer every question that the Virtual Library Group would have liked them to answer. Sometimes information gleaned from other sources could be combined with the usage statistics to answer the questions. Other times, the Virtual Library Group still had to rely on its members’ judgments to make decisions for the site redesign.
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Figure 1: Several links, shown here, were repeated on virtually every page of the site.
Figure 2: The “Citation Linker” could be accessed from the “eJournal Finder” page.
Figure 3: Instructional Support Services was one of the services listed on the “For Faculty” page.